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 There is a threefold increase in video traffic over internet. Due to this video 

compression has become important. Compression of video signals is quiet an 

interesting task but comes at the cost of video quality. After compression, 
two methods are scientifically applied to evaluate the quality of video; 

Subjective and objective analysis. In subjective approach the compressed 

video is shown to a group of viewers and their feedback is recorded 

Objective approach aims to set up a mathematical model which can 

approximate the results of subjective analysis. One such approach is based on 
the measurement of PSNR. When a signal is applied to the encoder for 

compression, too much of compression results in a signal with a smaller size 

but at the same time quality of the signal degrades. In this paper we will 

compare the quality of compressed video signals produced by H.264, Mpeg2 

and Mpeg4 encoder based on the values of MSE and PSNR. Lower the value 
of MSE, higher will be the PSNR. Comparative plots of MSE, PSNR, SSIM 

and images for subjective analysis have been added at the end of this paper.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Video Streaming is gaining popularity over Internet. It is estimated that video streaming will 

increase threefold by 2020. With the advances in mobile handsets and wireless networks, video passes 

through different types of networks before it reaches the client. Video encoding /Video Compression plays an 

important role in video streaming  In this paper we compare the different comp ression (encoding) standards 

based on video quality measurements. 

 

1.1  Block-oriented Motion Based Compensation 

A video stream is a sequence of still pictures (frames) as shown in Figure 1. When this sequence is 

streamed at a rate of 25-30 frames per second it gives the viewer an illusion of motion. Each Frame can be 

divided into number of slices, where each slice is further made up of macro -blocks. The size of a Macro-

block for H.264/AVC is 16x16. Each macro-block holds smaller units called as blocks. Blocks in turn are 

made up of pixels. The  size of a block can either be 16x16, 16x8, 8x16, 8x8, 8x4, 4x8 or 4x4 [1]. 

Compression of a video is achieved by working around the macro -blocks. If we closely observe a pixel in a 

block we will see that if a pixel is “blue” then adjacent pixels  will also be blue or lighter blue or dark blue. 

So if we encode each of these pixels independently, number of bits will be high. To achieve Compression it 

is necessary to identify redundancy in a block or frames. Spatial and temporal redundancies are the 
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techniques that can be applied to achieve compression. Where Spatial redundancy is applied to pixels, 

temporal redundancy is applied to frames [2].  

In case of spatial redundancy, pixels that are close to each other spatially are compared. It is found 

that neighbouring pixels have nearly the same value, therefore due to redundancy they can be compressed 

using fewer bits. Consecutive frames also exhibit redundancy. Near-by frames are mostly identical but just 

shifted due to motion therefore by using temporal redundancy two consecutive frames are compared and the 

difference or error between them relative to the amount of shift is calculated. As this difference is relatively 

small therefore it can be coded and stored using fewer number of bits. This is termed as “motion 

compensation” and the motion vector corresponds to the amount of shift. H.264 encoder compresses the 

video signals based on motion compensation, hence H.264 is called as block-oriented motion based 

compensation technique [3].  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Contents of a Video Stream 

 

 

1.2  Lossy and Lossless Compression 

Every signal (data or image) contains two parts: information and redundancy. Information contains 

the vital part of the signal whereas redundancy holds the repetitive portion. Reducing the repetitive part gives 

a compressed signal. Signals can be compressed by applying lossy or lossless compression. Lossless 

compression (sometimes also termed as a reversible compression) technique uses some general purpose 

compression algorithms based on Run length coding, Lempel-ziv compression, Huffman coding etc [4]. 

Lossless compression technique results in decompression of signals without any loss of information 

(decompressed signal is a replica of original signal). The s ignal is compressed  without affecting the video 

quality but it also  requires a larger space on the disk as redundancy is not reduced. Lossy compression is an 

irreversible process. It not only removes redundancy but also some of the non -redundant part of the signal 

which results in loss of information. The compressed signal does not reconstruct all of the original 

information (it is just an approximation of the original signal) but this loss is undetectable in case of video 

compression due to perception of human eye. Lossy compression occupies a smaller space on the disk. 

H.264/AVC, Mpeg2 and Mpeg-4 are some of the lossy video compression encoders [5]. 

From earlier results [6] we know that H.264 encoder produces a compressed signal at a lower bit 

rate in comparison to other encoders. To extend our work further we now look forward to estimate the video 

quality of compressed signal. In communication, Noise plays a very important role and is defined as an 

unwanted random phenomenon which affects the performance of all systems over the entire range of 

frequency spectrum. Its effect on image or video signals is observed in the form of blurring or fading of 

signal. Noise performance of any system (processing, encoding, decoding, transmitting, receiving system etc ) 

can be evaluated by measuring the value of signal-to-noise ratio [7]. 

Popularity of high definition devices and systems in the field of communication, entertainment, 

analysis etc has recently increased the demand for high resolution videos [13] therefore  video compression is 

a field demanding great amount of work today. Apart from Video Compression lossless audio compression is 

also gaining popularity due to use of IEEE 1857.2 audio compression tools. [15] 

This paper is organized as: Section 2 which covers the encoding issues, Section 3 which covers the 

Video Quality estimation based on PSNR measurement, Section 4 discusses the experimental set -up and 

results, and Section 5 concludes the work. 

 

 

2. ENCODING ISSUES 

In [1] the main features of H.264 are compared with MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 compression 

techniques. The comparative table highlights the advantage of using H.264 as it allows motion compensation  

for various available blocks. The RGB color system used for color image is expressed in terms of YCbCr 
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representation in [2], it has been shown that chrominance signal Cb, Cr, Cg can be expressed with lower 

resolution in comparison to luminance Y without affecting visual quality. Features and applications of H.264 

are discussed in [3] and average bit rate achieved is compared to previous coding schemes along with 

bandwidth requirement. It has been highlighted that H.264 video needs lower B.W, storage space and 

download time in comparison to MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 (ASP). Signal analysis based on S/N ratio estimation 

by applying Taguchi method has been discussed in [7]. Three general standard S/N equations for 

classification are presented as "larger the best", "lower the better", and "nominal the best". Taguchi method 

discusses the estimation of video quality in presence of background noise by calculating the Power signal-to-

noise ratio. A no-reference PSNR estimation discussed in [12] uses the maximum likelihood with linear 

prediction estimates to achieve a better PSNR estimation. In [13], the proposed system was implemented  to 

compress video using modified HEVC technique based on saliency features & motion vector entropy was 

used to relate variations in the scene. In [14] the proposed system combines spatial saliency & temporal 

saliency features together for different macroblocks in association with transformed residuals for real time 

video compression. The PSNR values (more than 30 db) for all three channels Y, U, V are compared with 

existing techniques.  

 

 

3. PROPOSED METHOD FOR VIDEO QUALITY MEASUREMENT 

PSNR and SSIM are used to measure quality of video signals. PSNR is based on the estimation of 

signal-to-noise ratio. As we know that a video sequence is a collection of still images and a color image has 

three values per pixel which are obtained as additive colors by mixing red, green and blue lights with several 

different intensities. If intensities of all three colors are made zero it produces the darkest color, black and if 

the intensity is highest it produces a white. An illusion of motion is sensed when these still images are 

streamed at the rate of 25-30 frames per second. When moving from one frame to another, human eye cannot 

detect the variation in the depth of different color components (if a light blue has become a bit dark in the 

next frame ) but it can clearly make out the difference whenever the intensity of the image changes. Each 

pixel thus holds the information about the intensity and chrominance of image [8]. If the color signals were to 

be directly transmitted, three carriers would have been required for three components R, G, B. During the 

earlier days of color television it was necessary to make them backwards compatible with the B/W TV and 

also to conserve bandwidth required to transmit a color video [9]. To meet the Television standards of 

transmission and reception, the RGB color model was therefore converted to YˈUV color space. Most 

commonly it is represented as YUV. Y is the luma which defines the overall electronic brightness of a pixel 

and U, V are the chrominance component. The values of YUV can be obtained from the RGB components as 

follows [10]. 

 

Y = 0.299*R + 0.587*G +0.114B              (1) 

 

U = 0.492 (B – Y)                                       (2) 

 

V = 0.877 (R – Y)                                       (3) 

 

Rearranging the above equations converts YUV to RGB color space back again. 

As the human perception is more prone to changes in the intensity of image therefore the luma (Y) 

component is the most important parameter in defining the quality of a video signal. Hence to test the PSNR 

performance of different encoders the luma component is selected as the judging parameter. As the value of 

PSNR is defined by considering the mean squared error i.e. MSE, the plots of MSE and PSNR will be 

obtained for the Y component. Another method which can be used to compare two signals is based on the 

measurement of structural similarity (SSIM). Both these methods are employed in this paper for comparison 

of codec performance. 

 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS 

Figure 2 shows the steps involved to evaluate the quality of compressed video. A video of 9.8 MB 

and 2.08 min duration was considered for carrying out the experiment. In three independent trials the video 

was encoded using H264, Mpeg2 & Mpeg-4 encoders. To achieve compression, the size of output file was 

decided and set to equal  80% the size of input file, the bit rate was accordingly set .  As bit rate = 
         

            
  

therefore in each case the bit rate used for compression was same (393b/s and size of output file obtained  

was 8MB). 
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Figure 2. Experimental Setup 

 

 

 As shown in Figure 2, PSNR [11] is calculated by evaluating the two signals (original & 

compressed video) according to Equation (4) 

 

PSNR = 10log10 (
  

   
 )                            (4) 

 

Where R is the maximum variation in input signal and MSE is the mean squared error [12] given by  

Equation (5) 

 

MSE = ∑
                   

                           (5) 

 

Lower the value of MSE, higher will be the value of PSNR. 

 

Case I: In the first case, the upper Comparative PSNR estimator is analyzed. The inputs to this estimator are 

the original signal, H264 video and Mpeg2 video. The Comparative PSNR estimator performs two 

independent PSNR evaluations where first the original video and Mpeg2 video are compared for calculating 

PSNR. Simultaneously the second trial involves estimating PSNR of original signal and H264 video.  

Figure 3 shows the plot of MSE where the original signal is taken as the reference signal an d H264 and 

Mpeg2 videos are taken as the compressed signals. A comparative plot of the two compressed signals against 

the referenced signal shows the variation in the values of MSE obtained for different frames. 

 

 

  
  

Figure 3. MSE (Comparison of H264 and  

Mpeg2 Video) 

Figure 4. PSNR (Comparison of H264 and  

Mpeg2 Video) 

 

 

It can be seen from the plot (Figure 3) that the value of MSE for Mpeg2 video is quiet larger then 

H264 (shown with green color in Figure 3). After estimating the values of MSE, PSNR is estimated.  

Figure 4 shows the comparative plot of PSNR for H264 and Mpeg2 video. Since the value of MSE for 

Mpeg2Video is high therefore value of PSNR is low (represented by green color in Fig ure 4). To evaluate the 

quality of video using subjective approach Figure 5 has been added. The original & compressed video’s each 

contain 3071 frames, a frame was randomly chosen (in this case frame no. 938) for which the values of MSE 

for H264 and Mpeg2 video were  22 and 124, and the values of PSNR were 34.9db and 27.2db respectively.  
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In Figure 5 H264 video is compared with Mpeg2 video. When observed on a larger window, video 

compressed using Mpeg2 encoder appears corrupted with noise (Encircled Region). 

 

 

  
  

Figure 5. Subjective Analysis (Comparison of 

H264 and Mpeg2 Video) 

Figure 6. MSE (Comparison of H264 and Mpeg4 Video) 

 

 

Case II: In the second case, the lower Comparative PSNR estimator is analyzed. The inputs to this 

estimator are the original signal, H264 video and Mpeg4 video. In the first trial, original video and Mpeg4 

video are compared for calculating PSNR. Simultaneously the second trial involves estimating PSNR of 

original signal and H264 video. Figure 6 shows the comparative plot of MSE for H264 and Mpeg4 video 

signals. The measurement of MSE at frame no. 938 gave the values as 21.1 and 50.4 for H264 and Mpeg4 

video’s respectively. The Plot of PSNR shown in Figure 7 shows the value as 34.9db and 31.1db 

respectively. Figure 8 has been added for subjective analysis where distortions in the frame can be clearly 

observed in the encircled region. 

 

 

  
  

Figure 7. PSNR (Comparison of H264 and  

Mpeg4 Video) 

Figure 8. Subjective Analysis (Comparison of H264 

and Mpeg4 Video) 

 

 

To estimate video quality, it won’t be fair to compare the performance of different encoders for a 

single frame of reference. To attain a truly acceptable result it is necessary that the PSNR of entire video 

(3071 frames) must be taken into consideration. In case of images involving RGB, th e average value of 

PSNR is calculated by taking the mean of PSNR for all frames. VQMT presents a limitation at this point as it 

is best used for frame-frame analysis but does not return the average value of PSNR Therefore after 

performing frame-frame analysis on the signals, average values of PSNR were calculated for the signal by 

comparing each of them independently with the original signal. For this Ffmpeg was used in cmd and the 

following observations were made. 
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Figure 9. SSIM (Comparison of H264 and  

Mpeg4 Video 

Figure 10. SSIM (Comparison of H264 and  

Mpeg2 Video) 

 

 

For 8 bit data the attainable values of PSNR ranges between 30-50db whereas it moves up to a value 

of 60-80db for a 16bit data. The average PSNR for H264 video is quiet high therefore it gives the perception 

of a good quality video to the human eye whereas Mpeg4 video with the lowest PSNR clearly appears in the 

form of a blurred image and highly distorted by noise (Table 1). These observations also bring forth the 

difference in performance of different lossy encoders. 

  

 

Table 1. Encoders with Average PSNR Values  
Encoder Average PSNR 

H264 38.78db 
Mpeg2 Video 32.21db 
Mpeg4 Video 23.07db 

 

 

Moving a step ahead the compressed video signals are compared on the basis of structural similarity (SSIM) 

with the original signal. Figure 9 and Figure 10 have been added for SSIM. The overall structural similarity 

between the original and various compressed signals are obtained using ffmpeg and the results are depicted in 

Table 2.  

 

 

Table 2. Encoders with SSIM Values  
Encoder SSIM 

H264 0.978116 
Mpeg2 Video 0.900587 
Mpeg4 Video 0.863064 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have evaluated the quality of video signals based on the performance of encoders. It 

was found that some lossy encoders result in degradation and poor quality of compressed signals. In real 

world applications the signals after compression have to travel from the source to destination using wired or 

wireless media. At each point of communication noise is added to the signal owing to internal (noise added 

by the encoding and transmitting system) and external (noise added by the transmitting medium) factors. This 

further degrades the video quality and results in low PSNR for received signal. Therefore by taking all these 

factors into account and the amount of loss in the value of PSNR during transmission, it is necessary that the 

encoded signal should have a high value of PSNR prior to transmission. From Table 1 it can be seen that 

PSNR value achieved with H264 is highest, approximately 39db (range should be between 30-50db). When 

the signals were compared on the basis of SSIM it was found that signal compressed with H264 encoder 

resembles the original signal by 97.8 %. Therefore H264 is the widely used video compression standard. 
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